Racing Rules of Sailing

New Rule X - Definition - Elimination Series

A submission from the International Kiteboarding Association

Purpose or Objective

Include necessary changes to the new kiteboarding Appendix X that are currently not part of it.

Proposal

Amend the new kiteboarding course racing rules Appendix (Appendix X) as follows:

Add a new definition, *Elimination Series*, as follows:

*Elimination Series* Kiteboards compete in an *Elimination Series*, when only a limited number of them advances from round to round, and losers are eliminated in successive rounds. A heat means one race, a round consists of several heats, and an *Elimination Series* consists of several rounds.

Current Position

There is currently no definition of Elimination Series.

Reasons

The above changes refer to the structure of the new kiteboarding Appendix X (or letter as found appropriate by the Racing Rules Working party).

In Kiteboarding, competition often takes place in the format of elimination series. This submission adds the necessary definition.